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Introduction

Humanity is creating a planetary crisis for itself and many other forms of life. The crisis is a result of deeply held assumptions about the nature of the universe and our role in it. These assumptions are operating as memes – units of culture that encode and perpetuate beliefs in much the same way as genes encode and perpetuate biological traits.

The *Emerging Worldviews Project* is aimed at bringing these hidden assumptions to light in order to promote greater understanding about how they inform so many of our human-created systems – economics, justice, agriculture and food, energy, healthcare, education, governance and more – and to help us see more deeply into the underlying systemic causes of our planetary crisis and how they manifest in mutually interconnected ways.

But we also need to see alternatives. To kindle hope, we need a new story – a story whose power is commensurate with the magnitude of the crises we are facing.

The new story is emerging, spontaneously, around the globe. At its heart is the recognition of our fundamental Oneness. The individuals giving voice to this emerging story are often marginalized and suppressed by human systems that can't conceive of ways of being beyond their current memetic foundations. This reaction is much like the caterpillar initially attacking the imaginal cells encoding the blueprint for the butterfly until the imaginal cells become so numerous that the transformation unfolds.

*We seek to shine a light on these emerging memes and to support these imaginal cells in their effort to manifest the new story.*

This project is undertaken in support of *Conscious Evolutionaries Colorado*’s mission to connect, nurture, and incubate individuals and groups, in every sector of human endeavor, who are responding to their unique evolutionary impulse to consciously contribute to the emergence of a healthier, saner world – a world characterized by cooperation and reverence for all life – a world where no one is left out, everyone has a role to play, and our interests are aligned with the planet.

We have adopted Barbara Marx Hubbard's Wheel of Co-Creation as a way of structuring our exploration. For each sector in the Wheel, we identify memetic shifts from the predominant world-view to the emerging world-view.
Relations Sector

In the Newtonian Worldview of separation, relationships are authoritarian, where rigid rules govern belief systems. Diversity in peoples and ideas are not tolerated, and the consciousness of survival and competition impacts decision-making and all other actions.

In the Quantum Worldview relationships are seen as collaborative and supportive. There is recognition of the sanctity of all of life, and each individual assumes their sphere of responsibility. There is knowledge that each of our actions impacts the whole developing a sense of oneness with the inclusive All. Each person lives knowing that unlimited potential exists not only for them, but for the entire universe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newtonian Relations Memes</th>
<th></th>
<th>Quantum Based Relations Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authoritarian Structure</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Awareness of our Oneness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival and Me-Centered Consciousness</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Relational and We-Centered Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somebody/Nobody Game</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>We Are All In This Together Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Brain Trumps Everything</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Information Comes From Multi-Dimensional Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief System Mediates The Divine</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Self As Direct Expression Of The Divine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable Thinking And Understanding</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Unlimited Potential And The Power Of Not Knowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships Based On The Past</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Relationships Based On Co-Creation And Radical Presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primacy Of Human Needs And Desires</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Recognition Of The Sanctity Of All Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Ruled By Rankism</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Society Values Service To The Whole By All Parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win/Lose Paradigm</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Collective Wisdom Guides Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders Are Responsible</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Every Individual Is Responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear-Based Relating</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Love And Trust In Relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authoritarian Structure Becomes Awareness of Our Oneness

Newtonian Relations are ruled by an authoritarian, command and control structure due to the strong belief that one should fear forms of life that are different than oneself or one’s own kind. This “us vs. them” mentality has functioned particularly to form power structures in human community where certain aspects or types of life are deemed more righteous or knowing than those deemed to be less important. Quantum Relations support a universe and world-centric structure of inclusion where all life, thus all parts of the whole, are deemed equally to be one in universal consciousness where love, truth and faith in the greater good guide and direct our collective actions.

Survival and Me-Centered Consciousness Become Relational and We-Centered Consciousness

Newtonian Relations is focused on survival and me-first perspectives, which automatically causes us to discount other parts of life that don’t meet personal needs or fit with personal beliefs. Quantum Relations understand that we live in a multi-dimensional universe where each life form is known as an important and valued individuation (ME) that is in service to the one/whole of consciousness (WE), where everything comes to be through the interactions between individuations. Experience of life on a daily basis is impacted directly by the multiplicity of the levels of consciousness of each individuation (ME) that when combined co-creates our shared experience (WE).

Somebody/Nobody Game Becomes We Are All In This Together Game

Newtonian Relations is played out as the “somebody versus nobody” game where the goal in life is to be a somebody and not a nobody. Quantum Relations understand that all life forms are unique and that, if heard and acknowledged, the result gained is a collective intelligence that guides the evolution of all life. Thus, the Quantum game becomes we are all in this together. Rather than calling attention to our differences, the unlimited potential of all life forms are honored and invited to the table for consideration. Ideas converge and coalesce into needed manifestations for the shared good of the whole.

Human Brain Trumps Everything Becomes Information Comes From Multi-Dimensional Sources

In a Newtonian worldview the human brain is the highest level of intelligence. It is considered the most important aspect of being a human being and relating to the world and other beings. This gives the brain, and its more left brain dominance, power over thought and relationships, as well as the decision making process. In this world view information filtered only through the brain ignores other innate human qualities like love, appreciation, empathy and respect. In a Quantum worldview information comes into our humanness from multidimensional sources. The field of the heart has proven to be intelligent and we have long known the importance of the “gut-feeling”. In this new worldview human beings have access to and utilize equally the various dimensions of human knowing and intelligence in relating to others and making informed decisions.

Belief System Mediates the Divine Becomes Self as Direct Expression of the Divine

In the Newtonian world view a belief system is the higher authority that directs life, human nature and all relationships. These definitions of God rely on a religious hierarchy to mediate a sense of the divine thus permeating all relationships and decisions. In a Quantum universe a human being knows the Self as an individuated divine expression of the Source where power and unlimited potential arise from the understanding of the Self as one with the Collective Consciousness. Rather than being imposed from outside, authority and morality are internal.

Predictable Thinking and Understanding Becomes Unlimited Potential - The Power of Not Knowing

In the Newtonian worldview predictable thinking and understanding leads to a reductionist perspective on life where the future is assumed to be more of the same. Paradoxically we become victims of change even as we try to control circumstances and keep our world known and safe. We become bound by what we know from the past, the DNA we were born with and the limitations of karma. In the quantum universe the paradox becomes the powerful place between direct knowing and not knowing where unlimited potential and individualized expression has a critical role in the expansionist process of creating the future.
Competition Becomes Collaboration

In Newtonian relationships which emphasize Darwin’s survival of fittest, competition creates winners and losers. Each individual is isolated and has been taught that the only way to survival is through competition. In quantum relationships every being is known to be inter-connected. Each is recognized for their unique contribution and is always encouraged to give their gifts, not only to develop their own potential, but for a greater good.

Relationships Based On the Past Becomes Relationships Based On Co-Creation and Radical Presence

Relationships based on the Newtonian worldview/separation are typically focused on the past or future (e.g. personal stories, associations, concepts, cultural and group norms, goals and expectations.) In quantum-based relationships, value is placed on co-creation in the present moment. Awareness includes deep felt-sense experience of self and other, as well as the larger (non-personal) relational “Field” itself. Something “new” and “now” arises!

Primacy of Human Needs and Desires Becomes Recognition of the Sanctity of All Life

Relationships based on the Newtonian worldview value human needs and desires above and at the expense of the natural world. In quantum-based relationships human life necessarily exists in balance and harmony with nature and all life forms. There is a return to our proper place within the web of planetary and universal existence.

Society Ruled By Rankism Becomes Society Values Service to the Whole by All Parts

Newtonian Relations “rankist” structure is one steeped in the motivation to gain and sustain power and control over those life forms one fears or that are deemed to be less worthy of life and its bounty. Familiar forms of rankism are sexism, heterosexism, colorism, racism, ageism, classism, genderism, ableism, lookism, nativism, colonialism, and sizeism. Quantum Relations collaborative/co-creative structure is one in which all individuations serve the whole. Every individuation is encouraged, engaged, supported and participates in fulfilling its potential in service for the good of the whole of creation.

Win/Lose Paradigm Becomes Collective Wisdom Guides Decisions

In Newtonian relationships there is pressure to be “better” than others, the pressure to win and to come out on top. Fundamentally, it is each person for themselves. In quantum relationships the importance of collective wisdom becomes the overriding value, for it is this wisdom that allows everyone to come out on top. Humankind knows that by tapping into Source, our collective wisdom is honored and the universe evolves so that everyone participates in co-creating the future.

Leaders Are Responsible Becomes Every Individual Is Responsible

Newtonian Relations hold those labeled as leaders responsible for outcomes experienced by the whole. Thus, non-leaders often claim a victim position where they abdicate their responsibility. Quantum Relations embraces the knowing that unlimited potential is available when every person is aware of and can be depended on to act responsibly for the good of the whole. As increasing numbers awaken to their responsibility to actively engage their genius in co-creating a future that works for the whole of life, and leaders in return embrace the contributions of all, our shared capacity to co-create grows exponentially.

Fear-Based Relating Becomes Love and Trust in Relationships

Inherent in relationships based on the Newtonian worldview is fear of: vulnerability, loss, being rejected or alone, and death. Strategizing, violence, hoarding, avoidance, dissociation and “tribalism” arise within this paradigm. In quantum-based relationships, Self and Other are experienced as inextricably linked. When the well-being of the individual is recognized as contingent upon the well-being of the whole (and visa versa), and death is understood as a transition, then unconditional Love and Trust become possible.

Co-Created by: Janet Gunn, Shelley Tanenbaum, Wendy Foxworth, Claudia Haman, Laurie Hyland
Science Sector
Spirituality Sector

It is important to remember that pre-dominant Spirituality is a reflection of the Newtonian/Darwinian Worldview. In this clockwork/mechanical universe everything is divided into separate pieces. Everything is disconnected from everything else, leaving humankind separated from self, others and God.

In a Quantum Based Spirituality God and humankind all have total participation in the universe. Direct relationship with God, and knowing oneself as God, becomes the primary context. Unity, rather than separation, gives knowledge of Oneness to each person in the global family.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newtonian Spirituality Memes</th>
<th>Quantum Based Spirituality Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumption of Sin</td>
<td>Becomes Divine Intrinsic Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeasement of God</td>
<td>Becomes Intertwined with God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavenly Reward</td>
<td>Becomes Evolutionary Journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind Obedience</td>
<td>Becomes Whole Being Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchy of Power</td>
<td>Becomes Collaboration Among Equals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediating Authority Required</td>
<td>Becomes Direct access to the Divine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It Is More Blessed to Give than Receive</td>
<td>Becomes Giving and Receiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One True Way</td>
<td>Becomes Nurturing Spiritual Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Cells</td>
<td>Becomes Higher Vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of Separation</td>
<td>Becomes Living in Oneness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretive Sacraments</td>
<td>Becomes Sacred Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Rituals</td>
<td>Becomes Consciousness Raising Practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumption of Sin Becomes Divine Intrinsic Value

In Traditional Spirituality religious organizations are for good people. One can never stop trying to be good enough to overcome sin. Quantum based spirituality holds that all people have intrinsic value. Good/bad paradigms are left behind in favor of a compassionate attitude toward all people.

Appeasement of God Becomes Intertwined with God

In traditional spirituality, one has to confess to, sacrifice for and appease God and his clergy. God and the church hold its people in great fear. In Quantum Spirituality, we know we are inseparable and intertwined
with God. There is oneness with this invisible, yet ever present something.

**Heavenly Reward becomes Evolutionary Journey**

In Traditional Spirituality congregants are taught they can reap a heavenly reward if good enough. Otherwise, one could expect eternal damnation. In Quantum Spirituality it is acknowledged that every person is on an evolutionary journey toward greater consciousness. This new spirituality is based on models of love rather than fear in order to raise people’s awareness into unitive thinking and living.

**Blind Obedience Becomes Whole Being Consciousness**

In Traditional Spirituality people operate in blind obedience to the existing tenets of the belief system which they follow. They find themselves living by the authority of the church or religious leaders seeking to only obey what is handed down. In Quantum Based Spirituality one’s whole being is informed by consciousness. They understand that creation a sea of possibility guiding one’s thoughts, actions and choices and know themselves as the co-creators.

**Hierarchy of Power Becomes Collaboration Among Equals**

In Traditional Spirituality thought, decisions and actions and how human beings relate to each other is dictated by power. This power is over those below in a hierarchy of understanding how to be. Ultimate power is given to the leadership of the church or religious community. In Quantum Based Spirituality human beings experience a heart based connection others. Power is based on input from everyone co-creating in collaboration as a ‘we’ in a larger field of love and appreciation.

**Mediating Authority Required Becomes Direct Access to the Divine**

In Traditional Spirituality an authority outside oneself is required to mediate between the self and the divine. An individual is not seen as capable of understanding God’s will or directly connecting with the divine. Relationship with the divine is filtered through an authoritative mediator such as a priest. In Quantum Based Spirituality each lives out of their own authority realizing a direct connection with and as the divine.

**More Blessed to Give than Receive Becomes Giving and Receiving**

In Traditional Spirituality People learn early that to give was more blessed than to receive. Giving often meant to the church. Quantum Spirituality assumes on going exchange - that is giving and receiving -is part of the unified field in which we are all held. To keep God's gifts flowing, when someone gives, someone must receive to complete the transaction.

**One True Way Becomes Nurturing Spiritual Path**

In Traditional Spirituality the church has proclaimed one right way to be saved. In Quantum Spirituality freedom from dogma exists, and everyone is free to explore their own heart path toward awakening.

**Compressed Cells Becomes Higher Vibration**

In Traditional Spirituality one experiences a sense of heaviness and compression of one’s soul. Feelings of constriction and hopelessness are expected. In Quantum Based Spirituality the soul is released and honored
as the highest possible consciousness a human being can experience. One can live, relate and decide at a highly freeing vibration.

**Sense of Separation Becomes Living in Oneness**

In Traditional Spirituality superstitions, laws and expectations become inhibiting forces creating an ever-widening gap between the self and the soul which leads to a sense of separation from God and other human beings. In Quantum Based Spirituality the center is Love. Unconditional love creates a sense of wholeness and a desire for connection. The experience is living in Oneness with God, oneself and others.

**Secretive Sacraments become Sacred Transmission**

In Traditional Spirituality there is a sense of mystery around the sacraments practiced only by the clergy. Ordinary people are not permitted to know the “secrets.” Congregants are disempowered and need the clergy for their connection to God. In Quantum based spirituality an evolved priesthood transmits higher energies to empower all toward higher consciousness. There are no "secrets."

**Habitual Rituals become Consciousness Raising Practices**

In Traditional Spirituality people participate in habitual unconscious rituals in order to earn their heavenly reward. In Quantum based spirituality mystical sacraments and rituals are powerful aids for people to deepen their connection to God and experience their light body in the moment.

**Co-Created by:** Clare Watts, Joy Spoerke, Claudia Haman, Laurie Hyland
Arts Sector

In Newtonian Art numerous restraints are placed on artists and their ability to have total creative freedom. Historically artists have been record keepers of the past and visionaries of the future. Only a few individuals are seen to possess creative ability.

In Quantum Art creativity is accessible and affirmed for all. Artists are valued for their immense contribution to all sectors of society and compensated accordingly. Inherent creativity is expressed by all as a contribution to our global humanity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newtonian Arts Memes</th>
<th>➔</th>
<th>Quantum Based Arts Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Art Is Separated from All of Life</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Art Enhances the Oneness of All of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Some Are Seen as Artists.</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Everyone Co-Creates Our World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals Do Not Have Power to Create Change.</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Every human Has Creative Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionally Censored Art</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Creativity Is a Vehicle for a Just and Peaceful World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Sanctioned Art</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>All create from One Source of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artists Hide Their Vision Inside their Creations</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Art Is Appreciated for Visioning the Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starving Artists</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Thriving Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Holistic without Personal Expression</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>The Arts Align our Inner Healing Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Negatively Impacts All Humans</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Media Presents Positive News to Inspire and Activate evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Design Is Exclusionary</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Community Design Is Egalitarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources of Creation Are Disposable</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Our Environment is Creativity in Its Purest Form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Art Are Opposed</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Creativity Is the basis of All Scientific Structure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Art Is Separated from All of Life Becomes Art Enhances the Oneness of All of Life
In Traditional Art, art itself is separated from life by categories, by social norms, cultural biases and limiting beliefs. In Quantum Art every aspect of life is absorbed more deeply through exposure and participation in various art forms. Art enables and enhance the experience of the Oneness of creation and all of life.

Only Some Are Seen As Artists Becomes Everyone Co-Creates Our World

In Traditional Art we are educated to believe that some people are gifted as artists while others are not. Artistic expression is an extracurricular and elective activity in schools. In Quantum Art a critical component of our educational system is the full integration of art into all subjects. Art is integrated into the core curriculum and is woven into all disciplines by the use of visual, musical, dramatic, architecture, craftsmanship, and the language arts. Art then becomes an inherent part of each person’s life.

Individuals Do Not Have Power to Create Change Becomes Every Human Has Creative Power

In Tradition Arts only a certain segment of society knows they have power to create and initiate change. Artistic expression is often experienced as impotent and ineffective, and is an elective in schools. In Quantum-Based Art everyone is taught from a young age that their creative ability is directly linked to the creation of the universe and the envisioning of evolutionary potential. Art is part of the core curriculum in every school. Every person has access to a set of skills with which to explore creativity through the powerful vibration of thought, sound, shape, color, movement and words.

Institutionally Censored Art Becomes Creativity Is a Vehicle for a Just and Peaceful World

In Traditional Art artists must conform to standards set by government and social institutions. Art became a controlled commodity by institutions. Censorship repressed free thought and expression. In Quantum Art full freedom of expression is welcomed as long as it does not hurt or marginalize anyone. Artistic expression and choices bear the creative ability to affect our world and those around us. Creativity becomes a social vehicle for enabling justice and creating peace in the world.

Church Sanctioned Art Becomes All Create from One Source of Life

In Traditional Art churches historically, as the centers of spirituality, dictated all forms of music and art. Social status and earning a living meant staying within these forms. In Quantum Art it is understood that spirituality is derived from our own Creation. Creativity can be viewed as a form of prayer. Awareness that all creativity comes from the One Source is the driving force of creative energy.

Artists Hide Their Visions inside Their Creations Becomes Art Is Appreciated for Envisioning the Future

In the Traditional World of Art artists have felt that they must hide their visions within an art creation in the form of code. In Quantum Art we are all creative beings of energy and light. Creative inspiration, vision, and innovation are the main evolutionary and energetic force in the world. We create our lives over and over in every moment by taking actions based on the choices we make. Each moment offers a new story to tell, a new canvas to paint, a new song to sing, a new garden to plant.

Starving Artists Becomes Thriving Artists

In Traditional Art undervaluing of art leads to poverty stricken artists whose creativity is repressed. Art is considered peripheral, a luxury rather than a necessity. In Quantum Art artists are appreciated as a well spring of creativity flowing through The Universal Artist and Creator. Art is accepted as intrinsic to life and
a practical map to the higher planes of consciousness. Artists claim their prosperity and have the ability to sustain themselves.

**Non-Holistic without Personal Expression Becomes the Arts Align our Inner Healing Systems**

In the Traditional world of Art accepted guidelines and values keep art separated from our daily lives depriving it of true personal expression. Art is not seen as a priority for each person’s life. In the Quantum world of Art creativity is recognized as a tool that allows for the expansion of the fullest healing potential of our mind, body, heart, and spirit. The arts raise vibration, thus creating optimal healthy responses in our internal and external environment. **Society has HeArt as its priority.**

**Media Negatively Impacts All Humans Becomes Media Presents Positive News to Inspire and Activate Evolution**

In Traditional Art the role of media influences creative expression. Horrific news and visuals incite fear and corruption, filling the artistic world with negative vibrations. In Quantum Art media pursues service to the community as a whole. Media acknowledges that creative marketing and public campaigns have strong influence on human beings, particularly children. Media feeds off the Light. Great morality plays and films uplift society.

**Community Design is Exclusionary Becomes Community Design is Equalitarian**

In the world of Traditional Art the focus of designing communities is on creating separating and exclusive environments. In the world of Quantum-Based Art the creative process excels within the infrastructure utilizing connecting design concepts, visualization, and craftsmanship techniques. Structures respect earth resources and energy flow. Public spaces are equalitarian in design.

**Resources of Creation Are Disposable Becomes Our Environment is Creativity in Its Purest Form**

In Traditional Art resources are seen as unlimited and therefore disposable. In Quantum Art our environment is creativity in its purest form. All land and water use, especially farming, is a direct outlet for our creative abilities. Our adept power of creation utilizes all the magnificent tools the earth and its resources offer us. It uses the combination of structure and freedom that models what is possible in the physical world.

**Science and Art Are Opposed Becomes Creativity Is the Basis of All Scientific Structure**

In Traditional Art science and art are separate realms of activity. In the world of Quantum Art science and art interrelate in all creative arenas. Science recognizes that any scientific breakthroughs are the result of creativity, the creativity that arises from the Universe itself. Creative thinking in science holds the key to our evolutionary future.

Co-Created by – Artists: Kathleen Brigidina Haerr and Miranda Lake; Musician: Nora Williams; Claudia Haman and Laurie Hyland
Economic Sector

In Traditional Economics the influence of the Newtonian/Darwinian Worldview developed a rigid belief system. These memes have become the way our economic beliefs appeared in capitalistic world, both personally and globally.

The Quantum Economy gives us permission to create a new economic belief system. This new system is based on our connection with everyone and our unlimited potential for creativity and collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Economic Rules</th>
<th>→</th>
<th>Quantum Economic Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed, Static, Linear System</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Dynamic, Open, Active System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximization of Utility</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Holistic Utility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Are Rational</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>People Are Multidimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor as Commodity</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Labor as Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium of Supply and Demand</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Expanded Supply and Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit Maximization</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Profit Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shareholders’ Profit</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Stakeholders’ Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Cycles</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Business Progression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Market</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Flowing Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Safety Net</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Conscientious Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Gross Satisfaction Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite Resources</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Unlimited Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Adaptation and Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit Spending</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Dynamic Spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez faire Distribution</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Responsive Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Confidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Closed, Static, Linear System Becomes a Dynamic, Open, Active System

Traditional Economics, as it merged with Newtonian Physics, became a system that was locked in place becoming inflexible, closed and static. Since the Quantum Worldview allows for less predictability, an economic system under this philosophy becomes dynamic and open. This new system will have unlimited potential for the economy.

Maximization of Utility Becomes Holistic Utility.

In Traditional Economics utility was a term used to measure pleasure or pain. This simply meant that everyone was out to enable their own happiness by their choices of material possessions. Now measurements are available to calculate one’s holistic satisfaction with life. In the Quantum Worldview this new measurement that would be used.
People Are Rational Becomes People Are Multidimensional.
Traditional Economics has long stood on the rule that people act in a rational manner. In the Quantum Worldview decisions happen as ongoing exchanges of information from multiple sources. This information is gathered through all the senses—mentally, kinesthetically, and spiritually. A multidimensional integration happens. Being multidimensional—curious, open, creative—gives a wider range of possibilities, even in our economic lives.

Labor as Commodity Becomes Labor as Resource.
In Traditional Economics labor was a commodity. How much output can a person—who is also viewed as a machine—produce in a day? In the Quantum Worldview everyone is connected and has potential for immense creativity. In this new world employees are a resource, a resource that is now thrown aside during an economic downturn. In the Quantum Economy, employees would be cherished for potential creativity to help solve current issues.

Equilibrium of Supply and Demand Becomes Expanded Supply and Demand.
Traditional Economics developed the concept of the equilibrium of supply and demand. Prices of material goods control supply and demand, and theoretically balance the marketplace. In Quantum Economics we can notice something different; we notice expanded supply and demand. In the Quantum Economy this expanded supply and demand is a supply of goods that encompasses the entire range of human needs. This would provide a greater stability and equilibrium than just the equilibrium of material goods.

Profit Maximization Becomes Profit Optimization.
Under the old meme, profit maximization is the unquestioned premise to which all businesses adhere. It is the reason to exist. Companies are under the gun to lay off employees to become even more profitable in a market downturn. In the Quantum Economy the new meme becomes Profit Optimization. Profit Optimization looks not only at money as profit, but also at people as a gifted resource, and as a rule does not lay people off in difficult times. It honors workers as people, not as machines.

Shareholders’ Profit Becomes Stakeholders’ Profit.
In Traditional Economics corporations are strictly accountable to shareholders, with little or no accountability to their employees. By expanding shareholders to stakeholders to include employees, an image shift could happen. Stakeholders would share a commitment not only to profit, but to each other, the environment, and the larger community. Stakeholders would know that, since we are all connected, expanding their concerns would eventually reap the same, if not more, profits.

Business Cycles Becomes Business Progression.
Tradition Economics assumes and accepts the volatility of the business cycle, and is unable to provide adequate solutions to the cost of human livelihoods. In the Quantum Economy all sectors of the economy intervene when the cycle begins a downturn. Since we are all connected companies would be committed to engage all employees’ creativity to deal with the crisis. An economic downturn would be less harsh and the economy could keep on a fairly steady pace… a progression instead of a cycle.

Free Market Becomes Flowing Exchange
In Traditional Economics "hands off" the market is the underlying rule, although softened some by government intervention. In Quantum Economics we might begin to see Flowing Exchange rather than a Free-Market system. Giving and receiving or flowing exchange is an inherent part of the universe. It is a matter of creating an economic world that follows the universal operation of dynamic exchange where nothing is done in isolation. Every interaction becomes collaborative.

Social Safety Net Becomes Conscientious Connection.

Traditional Economics has enabled Social Safety Nets as acceptable government intervention. This topic is always under continuous dissension. For some, it is considered a burden to sacrifice to provide for the welfare of others. If we realize that we are connected to everyone, the Social Safety Nets become Conscientious Connection. The connection we have with each other overrides our own self-interest.

Gross Domestic Product Becomes Gross Satisfaction Indicator

In Traditional Economics the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures the health and progress of the economy. However, it only measures material items. In Quantum Economics this measurement becomes Gross Satisfaction Index. There are now sophisticated surveys available to measure all areas of life, including leisure time, artistic pursuits, and the need to collaborate and use one’s creativity. It is time to create new metrics and measurements that include total satisfaction with one’s life.

Finite Resources Becomes Unlimited Potential.

Traditional economics has depended on consumer demand continuing to grow, and has created artificial physical needs. Of course it is true that oil will not last forever, nor can our planet continue on the path of increased environmental pollution. The Quantum economy prioritizes creativity and connectivity above materialism. This blossoming creativity is an infinite and unlimited resource.

Predictability Becomes Adaptation and Learning.

We know that Traditional Economics views predictability as a result of cause and effect. This has encouraged a mindset in all of us that if we can just plan carefully enough, the outcome will be predictable. Yet, in the world Quantum Economics, adaptation, learning, flexibility and creativity become the overriding priorities.

Deficit Spending Becomes Dynamic Spending.

Traditional Economics holds that deficit spending is largely a negative solution. While national and individual debt can be concerning, in the Quantum Economy job creation and the maximization of creativity have priority over deficit reduction. Money is about giving and receiving, not about withholding in order to justify an old rule that says deficits are always unacceptable.

Laissez-faire Distribution Becomes Responsive Distribution.

In Traditional Economics "hand off" or laissez-faire became the harden meme. While Adam Smith did not intend it, the offshoot of capitalism over the years has become individualistic materialism. In the Quantum Economy, where everyone is connected, this hardened meme can be replaced with responsive distribution, or resources allocated to where they are needed.
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Business Sector

Corporations are the most powerful human institutions on the planet. On a global scale, business shapes how resources get consumed, transformed, distributed, and discarded. It determines the ends to which a prodigious amount of human energy and creativity gets directed. The current business model is informed by assumptions or memes that are so deeply seated as to be nearly invisible. These memes are rooted in a mechanistic, Newtonian world view that sees humanity as separate from nature and exploits both human and natural resources in the pursuit of monetary profit as its ultimate purpose. As a result of these assumptions, this powerful, global force is driving our species and many planetary systems to the brink of catastrophic collapse.

But our economic system is a human creation and these memes are born of human ideas not Universal Law. Imagine if this global force could be re-directed away from its destructive path? What if human energy and creativity were channeled away from the pursuit of money as an end in itself and towards the purpose of enhancing the health of our planetary body? Just as a living body can only be healthy if its systems function cooperatively, our planetary body (including us as individuals integrated in one planetary organism) can only be healthy if it functions more cooperatively than competitively.

Imagine if, at its heart, business shifted its primary purpose to enabling our planetary organism to progress towards its highest evolutionary potential. It is through the eyes of the Quantum Worldview – the world of Divine Oneness and unlimited potential – that our old economic assumptions can be transformed. We hope the following new memes will inspire a deeper inquiry into how we can all transform the institution of business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Business Memes</th>
<th>→</th>
<th>Quantum Based Business Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insatiable Greed for Maximization of Profit</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Enrichment Through Serving Shared Destiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature is Separate and Exploited</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Business Operates As Steward of The Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs versus The Environment</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Serving People, Profit, Planet and Presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delusion That Natural Resources Are Unlimited</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Business Embraces Inherent Value of Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Are Costs and Disposable</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>No One Is Left Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Is Soulless Machine</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Business Is Living, Soulful Organism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine, Manufacture and Throw Away</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Use and Reuse without Waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Displaces People</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Technology Enriches Our Inter-connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear Based Autocratic Decision-Making</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Heart Centered Inclusive Decision-Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competing for Finite Resources</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Thriving, Abundant Living Through Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Perceived as “The Bad Guy”</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Business Appreciated for Distributing Earth’s Bounty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money is a Tool Used for Power Over</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Money Is Reciprocal Giving and Receiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business is Blind to Divine Oneness</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Divine Oneness Enlightens and Guides Business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Insatiable Greed for Maximization of Profit Becomes Enrichment through Serving Shared Destiny

In Traditional Business, profit has become the raison d'être and the primary goal of a business enterprise. The fixation on profit is systemic; indoctrinated in business schools and mandated by corporate governance. Profit becomes the justification for short-term thinking, unhealthy growth, inflexible management and insatiable greed. The few who benefit are largely unaware of the impact of toxic business practices. In Quantum Business profit is treated as a restraining condition, but the raison d'être shifts to serving humanity’s shared destiny and evolutionary potential. That becomes the new “bottom line” measurement of success.

Nature Is Separate and Exploited Becomes Business Operates as Steward of the Earth

In Traditional Business, nature is perceived to be separate from human life and therefore exploitable by business operations. The sense of isolation and dehumanization leaves people disenfranchised from the natural world. Quantum Business understands the critical role business plays in the stewardship of the earth and its natural resources and uses that understanding as guidance for its operations.

Jobs versus the Environment Becomes Jobs Serve People, Profit, Planet and Presence

Traditional Business asserts that care for the environment can only come with the loss of jobs. Money spent for environment care cost business dollars that could be spent on hiring more people. Quantum Business recognizes the miracles that emerge when exclusive focus on the one “p,” profit, shifts to include serving people (employees, customers, and communities), planet (ecosystems and other species), and presence (the divine essence that unifies all life in oneness). The unfailing principle of abundance creates a synergistic effect in which the whole system thrives, and everyone is included.

Delusion That Natural Resources Are Unlimited Becomes Business Embraces Inherent Value of Natural Resources

In Traditional Business, natural resources – clean air, potable water, living beings – are only recognized as having value based on their potential to be exploited. Balance sheets place little or no value on natural resources – a living whale or redwood tree is worthless, whereas a dead whale or tree is worth thousands of dollars. In Quantum Business, natural resources are properly valued for enriching life and their health and diversity are recognized as being essential to life’s on-going evolution.

People Are Costs and Disposable Becomes No One Is Left Out

Traditional business, with its exclusive focus on profit-making/profit-taking, typically sees human resources as costs to be minimized. Layoffs increase stock prices and large segments of the world's population are cast aside as not being essential to the profit-making machinery. In Quantum business, when the goal is expanded to focus on maximizing life's evolutionary potential, we discover everyone matters, and everyone has their own unique role to play – just as do the cells and organs of a living organism.

Business Is a Soulless Machine Becomes Business Is a Living, Soulful Organism

Traditional Business is like a machine where processes are fixed and rigid. Employees are treated like cogs or gears that are easily replaced. Customers are considered market segments that generate revenue. This produces a field of consciousness that feels devoid of meaning and asleep to the vibrancy of life. Quantum Business is recognized to be a living, conscious, organism that moves as a collective consciousness, a soul with a purpose. Employees are recognized as a “work community” creating a quantum leap from “doing
work” to “consciously co-creating.” Customers are part of a living ecosystem in which value (life energy) is exchanged in service to the needs of the whole.

**Mine, Manufacture and Throw Away Becomes Use and Reuse Without Waste**

The Traditional Business Model is fundamentally linear. The model starts with the exploitation of natural resources that are turned into finished goods that are then consumed and finally thrown “away” as waste, with additional waste and toxins created as intermediate by-products. We have become ever more efficient at turning natural resources into waste, while externalizing the costs of handling the waste and toxins to society. The Quantum Business broadens its scope to embrace the entire cycle of life – from the preservation of natural resources, to the conscious design of products that create interconnected nutrient streams instead of waste. There is no “away” anymore.

**Technology Displaces People Becomes Technology Enriches our Inter-Connection**

With its exclusive focus on monetary profits, the Traditional Business sees technology as a vehicle for reducing costs by displacing people through, for example, automation and robotics. The technology divide broadens the gap between the haves and the have-nots. In Quantum Business, technology is a means of evolutionary convergence that enriches the unique individuation of our deepest humanity and enables our interconnection as a collective planetary brain-mind-heart supra-organism.

**Fear Based Autocratic Decision-Making Becomes Heart Centered Inclusive Decision-Making**

In Traditional Business, decision making is fear based and autocratic. No matter what level of management decisions are made, everyone is subservient to earnings goals and autocratic rules of operation. In Quantum Business, decision making is evolutionary. It is comprehensive in scope, considering long-range implications. Decision making processes are informed by the needs of the whole and guided by a sense of our innate oneness.

**Competing for Finite Resources Becomes Thriving, Abundant Living Through Cooperation**

In Traditional Business there is a scarcity mindset, where there are always winners and always losers. There is never enough for everyone to have what they need. The competitive way of life is a fundamental value. “We have to get there first, be better, and have more.” This is what keeps us safe. In Quantum Business the mindset is one of abundance which is ensured through cooperation and collaboration. Everyone has their basic needs met, and thrives in the co-creation of business interactions.

**Business Perceived as “The Bad Guy” Becomes Business Appreciated for Distributing Earth’s Bounty**

In Traditional Business, corporations are often seen as corrupt and greedy. They are seen as the ‘bad guys” when lay-offs happen, and when environmental concerns are ignored. Business has a narrow view of its role in society. In Quantum Business, the power of markets is harnessed to effectively match the needs of people and planet with goods and services. The public’s view of business shifts to one of deep appreciation for enabling solutions to emerge creatively without centralized control.

**Money is a Tool Used for Power over Becomes Money is Reciprocal Giving and Receiving**

In Traditional Business, money is viewed as an object to be accumulated and an end in itself – the more the better. This promotes separation, hierarchical power structures, and a sense of scarcity. In Quantum Business
money enables giving, receiving and free-flowing exchange. This exchange is inherent in the unified field, and has been given to humankind as a gift to meet our needs. Money connects us to each other, strengthening our unfolding evolutionary potential.

**Business is Blind to Divine Oneness Becomes Divine Oneness Enlightens and Guides Business**

In Traditional Business culture, Oneness is ignored. The desire to respect religious differences of employees, customers and shareholders leads to denying the universal reality of Oneness in all religions and science. In Quantum Business, regardless of religious differences, the love and wisdom of Divine Oneness permeate and guide the collective business culture. The deeper principle of universal Oneness and eternal love leads to the inquiry, “How can our business best express the Divine Oneness in service to all of life and the evolution of humanity?”
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Education Sector

In Traditional Education the emphasis is on memorizing a set content to prepare for standardized testing. Labeling of students creates a narrow future path, as burned-out teachers are hampered by limited teacher training.

In Quantum-Based Education teachers and students co-create curriculums to enhance creativity, honor diversity, and prepare students to create new jobs. Teaching is student centered rather than test oriented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Education Memes</th>
<th>➔</th>
<th>Quantum Based Education Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Based Learning</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Project Based Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorization as a Priority</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Problem Solving/Critical Thinking Curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity Is Undeveloped</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Deep honoring of each one’s creativity and diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained for Old Jobs</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Students Prepared to create new evolutionary jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Protocols with Rigid Curriculums</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Experiential Inquiry-Based Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-Down Bureaucratic System</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Creative Student Driven Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labels Lead to Division</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Multiple Intelligences Expand Worldview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear-Based System Leads to Teacher Burnout</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Teaching As a Sacred Vocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Teacher Training</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Holistic, Open Hearted, Open Minded Teacher Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow, Localized Definition of Learning</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Learning Is Lifelong, Global and Expansive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Are the Ultimate Authority</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Student/Teacher Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Proves Competency</td>
<td>➔</td>
<td>Holistic Evaluation and Motivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content Learning Becomes Project Based Learning

Traditional Education as it merged with Newtonian Physics became a system that was taught from a linear and rational viewpoint. Thus, this system is inflexible, closed and static. The Quantum Worldview allows for project-based which calls forth all of the student’s creativity and talents. Project-based learning opens the student to their own unlimited potential.

Memorization As a Priority Becomes Problem Solving/Critical Thinking Curriculum

Traditional Education uses memorization as the primary teaching technique. Testing memorization skills makes it easy to measure the student’s progress. In the Quantum-Based Education problem solving and critical thinking become the primary teaching techniques. While harder to measure, the students’ world is opened to more exploration and makes use of all the creativity each student has.

Creativity Is Undeveloped Becomes Deep Honoring of Each One’s Creativity and Diversity
In Traditional Education narrow modes of learning are taught, thus undermining each student’s inherent creativity and thinking skills. In Quantum-Based Education the teacher is honoring diverse modes of learning and encouraging the creativity within those modes.

**Students Trained for Old Jobs Becomes Students Prepared to Create New Evolutionary Jobs**

Traditional Education has not yet caught up with our new world, and thus students are trained for many jobs that no longer exist, or will cease to exist in the future. Quantum-Based Education focuses on each student’s problem solving and critical thinking ability to prepare them to create new jobs for a new world.

**Old Protocols with Rigid Curriculums Becomes Experiential-Inquiry Based Education**

Traditional Education, in sync with a rational Newton worldview, has created a step by step learning process which adheres to standardized Common Core curriculum. In contrast Quantum-Based Education adds a deeper dimension of experiential and inquiry based education furthering each student’s problem and critical thinking abilities.

**Top-down Bureaucratic System Becomes Creative Student-Driven Education**

Traditional Education comes from the top-down, from national developed curriculum passed from superintendents to principals, and finally to teachers. This curriculum must be followed to meet national standards. These standards are then reinforced by test scores. In Quantum-Based Education, student needs become the driving force for the more individualized curriculum. The question is asked: What does this student need to develop all aspects of self?

**Labels Lead to Division Becomes Multiple Intelligences Expand Worldview**

Traditional Education depends heavily on test scores to identify intelligence and ability. This leads to labeling students in categories, i.e. the gifted, the mediocre student, and the student who won’t make it. This in turn, often leads to the gifted student “dumbing down” in order to fit in. Those who are not good test takers, or need another system of learning, can create behavior problems for themselves and others. In the Quantum-Based Education each student is assumed to have multiple intelligences which can be tapped to enhance self-esteem, creating a learning atmosphere where all students succeed.

**Fear-Based System Leads to Teacher Burnout Becomes Teaching as a Sacred Vocation**

In Traditional Education teachers are forced to follow a rigid curriculum, which must lead to their students producing adequate or above average test scores. A teacher who cannot accomplish this, risks losing their job; their own creativity in teaching is held back, and they often suffer burn-out and move out of teaching as a career. In Quantum-Based Education, teaching is seen and felt as a sacred vocation; success is beyond rigid requirements, and creativity is unleashed.

**Limited Teacher Training Becomes Holistic, Open Hearted, Open Minded Teacher Training.**

In Traditional Education teacher training in limited to a rational, cause and effect, i.e. teach for test scores and students will do well. In Quantum-Based Education system teacher training is holistic, learning a variety of methods to elicit open-hearted, open-minded and creative students.

**Narrow, Localized Definition of Learning Becomes Learning is Lifelong, Global, and Expansive**
In Traditional Education a narrow view of learning focuses on ages and locations, putting students and teachers in particular boxes. In Quantum-Based Education, the assumption is that learning can happen anywhere, anytime, anyplace. Learning is life-long and there is always opportunity to use one’s creativity and genius.

**Teacher Are the Ultimate Authority Becomes Student-Teacher Collaboration**

In Traditional Education teachers are the ultimate authority in testing, grading, curriculum development and classroom atmosphere. In Quantum-Based Education the students collaborate with the teacher to develop a broader learning atmosphere based on the individual student’s background, cultural and level of abilities.

**Testing Proves Competency Becomes Holistic Evaluation and Motivation**

In Traditional Education student testing determines students’ competency and their level intelligence. This, then, sets a future path for each student. In Quantum-Based Education, while testing is still a means of measurement, it does not exclude recognition of a student’s creativity or talent. A holistic approach, then, helps guide a student’s future path.
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Environmental Sector

For hundreds of years, humanity's view of Earth has been rooted in mechanistic, Newtonian assumptions that human beings are separate from nature and that Earth is a lifeless, purposeless object serving only as a bundle of natural resources to be exploited for human gain. These assumptions have fostered an economic system:

- in which the accumulation of money has become the highest purpose.
- that extracts natural resources at an ever-accelerating pace
- that uses energy intensive, polluting industrial processes to transform them into finished goods with ever-shorter lifetimes before they are thrown away.
- that acts as if natural resources were inexhaustible, Earth is immune to human impacts, and technology can fix whatever goes wrong.

A new story is emerging... one rooted in the recognition of our fundamental Oneness with all creation. A story that places us in the context of 14 billion years of evolutionary unfolding – a living universe giving birth to and sustaining a living Earth that has given birth to and sustains all life in a rich, interconnected, diverse web. A story that, rather than subjugating nature to human goals, sees our highest purpose as consciously contributing to this unfolding story towards a planetary organism exhibiting cooperation at ever greater scale, complexity, consciousness and love. Point solutions to separate environmental crises give way to holistic solutions that address the deep systemic causes of our planetary crises. We learn from nature, not to exploit it, but to honor and emulate it. Our linear processes that extract, transform, pollute, consume and discard give way to cyclical systems in which there is no waste, just nutrient streams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Environment Memes</th>
<th>Becomes</th>
<th>Quantum Based Environment Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planet Is Subjugated to Human Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td>Humankind Is In A Sacred, Loving Partnership with All Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit &amp; Instant Gratification Are The Priority</td>
<td></td>
<td>People, Planet, Profit and Presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources Are Inexhaustible</td>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Resources Are Valued As Finite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humankind Is Separate from Nature</td>
<td></td>
<td>We Are Part of One Planetary Organism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth is immune to human impact</td>
<td></td>
<td>We Are One with Earth in Interdependence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Can Fix Whatever Goes Wrong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology in Service of Natural Cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compete to Survive</td>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborate to Thrive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Universe Is Static</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evolutionary Potential Is Unbounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoculture As Foundation Of Our Food Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity Ensures Health and Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Is a Lifeless Object</td>
<td></td>
<td>Earth Is a Living Expression of Divine Multi-Dimensional Energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the Mechanistic Worldview the planet is a non-living object to be used for humankind’s purpose. People are separate from Earth and live in the planet with no sense of relationship or responsibility toward it. In the Quantum Worldview people have come to recognize Earth as a living sacred being in and of itself. With this new view, humankind knows itself as inseparable from the oneness of all (including Earth). The sense of separation from Earth is healed people live in sacred partnership.

Profit & Instant Gratification Are the Priority Becomes People, Planet, Profit And Presence

Fear driven, heartless Human ambition striving for more power, money, and control reigns supreme, is idolized, and even globally celebrated. Void of concern for present and future cost or damage absorbed by our planet or its inhabitants. Now, after acknowledging, and releasing the fear, as well as our illusion of separateness, we turn to our hearts and allow our love of the earth, humanity, and our children to inform each of our present and defining choices co-creating a fully thriving, interconnected, and sustainable world. Infusing every day with a continuous stream of gratitude, unconditional love, and caring, nurturing ourselves and our oneness in every present moment that infinitely ripples out into the each new far and distant future. Eventually measuring the time we spend on this earth by the heart print, rather than the foot print, we leave behind.

Natural Resources Are Inexhaustible Becomes Natural Resources Are Valued As Finite

The balance of Earths precious resources are being consumed and manipulated in haste, as if there was an endless supply for everyone, for all eternity. With all the forethought of a greedy, spoilt, and selfish child. The concepts of "Mine" and "I want" have run amuck over the entire planet on track to destroy our very existence.

Now, having reached a more enlightened sense of maturity, and responsibility, in care and well-being of our home, our communities, and our earth. We have not only created more reliable practices and techniques to achieve measurably more positive results, we have also discovered a more accurate and precise awareness and abilities that makes it possible to insure the preservation, replacement, and refreshment, of our waters, soil, air, forests, vegetation, wildlife, animal kingdom, mountains, minerals, and all life forming earth energies. Earth is valued and protected along with each of its fragile resources. We celebrate the earth and all it's life supporting gifts everyday. As a highly evolved race of humans we have now blossomed into a powerful resource of benefit to the earth as much as it has always been for us.

Humankind Is Separate from Nature Becomes We Are Part of One Planetary Organism

In the current mechanistic world we humans perceive ourselves as being separate from nature, the environment, animal beings, and resources – organic and inorganic. The ecosystem is outside ourselves and can therefore be ignored, exploited and/or considered someone else’s problem. If we can see the world through a quantum paradigm we perceive ourselves as human kind having a shared fate within one planetary membrane where we are in constant interaction and collaboration with nature, sentient beings and organic and inorganic resources. We experience ourselves in oneness. We are a whole planetary organism in which each individual is an intrinsic part.

Earth Is Immune to Human Impact Becomes We Are One with Earth in Interdependence

Earth is expected to continually nurture and protect us while enduring a survival mission brought about by all the ravaging destruction we impose upon her. Believing, she alone will bear all the digging, drilling, spilling,
gassing, polluting, exploding, and careless behavior we cast recklessly upon her. Foolishly, believing she will never stop nurturing us and that she will somehow allow us to escape unscathed.

A new day dawns, celebrating the true nature and symbiotic union of man with earth, of ego with essence, of dark with light, birthing ourselves as enlightened beings who see our true selves as an interdependent part of one larger, living, and breathing organism. With the emergence of our renewed power for goodness, we now co-create a shift in all human and planetary awareness. Awakening to rescue each other from the vulnerable state we have placed ourselves in, along with the earth, and all her treasures. Using our collective potentiality, to transform, into a fully connected, healthy, loving, and thriving life force which lives in service and benefit of the whole.

**Technology Can Fix Whatever Goes Wrong Becomes Technology in Service of Natural Cycles**

In the mechanistic world we are able to ignore the signs of environmental destruction such as adverse weather patterns: drought, floods and rising oceans and the call to stop abusing resources like oil and forests because of an assumption that our technologies and the brilliant human minds behind them will come up with a fix for our critical problems proving once again that we can control nature and its resources. When we look beyond the Band-Aid approach of technology fixes with a quantum perspective we can see that technology has the power and gifts to serve the evolutionary processes. By using technology to attune to the natural cycles of nature we can begin to treat nature, technology and consciousness as sacred elements of co-creation.

**Linear Extract, Transform, Discard Becomes Cyclical. Waste Becomes a Resource.**

Since the Industrial Revolution, manufacturing processes have followed a linear model. Natural resources are extracted and transformed using heat and/or chemical methods to create goods that are used (perhaps just once!) and then thrown “away” as waste. Toxins and pollution are produced at each stage. Growth fuels accelerated depletion of natural resources and corresponding increases in pollution and waste. Recycling is typically just “downcycling,” merely postponing the landfill destiny by a usage cycle or two. But there is no “away” anymore. In the Quantum worldview, the processes by which we make things are redesigned to mimic those of nature. There is no waste, simply cyclical nutrient streams. The outputs of one process become “food” for another process. Growth fuels the overall health of the global organism.

**Compete to Survive becomes Collaborate to Thrive.**

The arc of evolution is the story of cooperation evolving at ever greater scales and complexity. Competition between organisms has fostered collaboration within organisms. The boundaries (membrane) of the organism define the scope of collaboration – from bacteria to multi-cellular to plants to animals to humans. At all stages, internal elements of an organism are not in competition with one another; because all share the same fate, and hence, the same overall purpose. As competition at global scale brings us face-to-face with global limits, awareness grows that we are all in this together. As we recognize our Oneness, our membrane extends to the entire Earth. Competition gives way to the emergence of a global supra-human organism in which no one is left out, everyone has a role to play, and everyone’s interests are aligned with each other’s interests and with the planet.

**The Universe Is Static Becomes Evolutionary Potential Is Unbounded.**

When we see reality through the mechanistic worldview our perceptions are so narrow that we operate as if our fate as individuals and the planet is sealed. What we see is all there is, ever has been and ever will be. Humankind is victim of circumstances including past actions and dire projections into the future. In the quantum worldview we know that consciousness creates our reality. Whatever we can as a human species
imagine is possible. Crises in the universe become evolutionary potential unbounded when a co-creative consciousness underlies our decision-making process.

**Monoculture As Foundation of Our Food Supply Becomes Diversity Ensures Health and Resilience**

Our unnaturally man-made food system is built on an exclusive economical model of monoculture, underutilizing vast expanses of rich soil and undervalued farming labor. Disregarding our own health as well as the plight of the bees, butterflies, tiny ground creatures, and organisms that effects the reproductive cycle our earth depends upon. Prostituting our land to solicit money making crops such as soy beans and corn to be sold as disease causing synthetic food, bi-products, and fillers.

Now growing, out of the infancy of our evolution, we uphold a commitment to a sustainable permaculture model which relies on the nourishment of the whole for the survival of each of its parts. Re-establishing rich Biodynamic Diversity, reversing extinction, rejoicing once again in a bountiful abundant food supply that produces more than enough to feed every living man, woman, and child, and abolishing hunger forever. Ensuring the collective health and resilience of the earth, as well all it's human, animal, energetic, and organic inhabitants.

**Earth Is a Lifeless Object Becomes Earth Is a Living Expression of Divine Multi-Dimensional Energy**

In the mechanistic worldview Earth has no living energy, but instead is inert and unresponsive to humankind’s actions. Whereas in the quantum worldview Earth is seen a gift from the divine to be treated with respect for all the energy manifestations that nurture all peoples. Multi-dimensional energies come from each plant, each animal, each rock, the oceans and the mountains.
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In Traditional Health Care the focus is on the body as a machine and the isolated presenting symptom. The treatment is determined by current protocol guidelines. In order to remain professional doctors are taught to keep emotional distance from their patients resulting in a band-aid approach.

In Quantum Based Heath Care the focus is wellness. The patient is seen as a multi-dimensional being, and a collaborative health care team determines treatment. The doctor and patient mutually impact each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Health Care Memes</th>
<th>Becomes</th>
<th>Quantum Based Health Care Memes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease Based Compensation</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Wellness Based Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Based System</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Interdependence Based System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid protocols</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body as Machine</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treat Disease</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Foster Wellness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulated Disease Treatment</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Co-creative Effort Decides Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor As Ultimate Authority</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Collaborative Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients Rely on Doctors for Healing</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Patients Responsible For Own Wellness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undervalued Nursing Staff</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>All Staff Highly Valued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well Insured Receive Optimal Care</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Optimal health care for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease Driven Pharmaceutical system</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Wellness Driven Pharmaceutical System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement-driven drug information</td>
<td>Becomes</td>
<td>Education-driven drug information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disease Based Compensation Becomes Wellness Based Compensation

In Traditional Health Care disease is the overriding focus. Compensation is based on the implementation of the correct protocol. In Quantum Health Care the wellness of the individual patient becomes the primary focus. Thus, doctors and hospitals are compensated by how healthy they can keep their patients.

Hierarchical Based System Becomes Interdependence System

In Traditional Health Care doctors are typically at the top of the medical hierarchy, and have the final say on a patient's physical treatment. In Quantum Health Care an interdisciplinary team approach is utilized with each member having respected input, which addresses all aspects of the patient's care.

Rigid Protocols Becomes Multi-Dimensional Perspective
In Traditional Health Care rigid protocols are in place to direct the physician's decisions. These decisions are, in turn, enforced by insurance companies, who determine what will or will not be paid. In Quantum Health Care protocols are replaced by a multi-dimensional perspective, which includes both traditional and complementary healing options. Insurance companies would also pay based on wellness options.

**Body as Machine Becomes Multi-dimensional Being**

In Traditional Health Care the body is viewed as a machine having a mechanical breakdown. It is believed that tests will ultimately be able to find the disease, prescribe the treatment, and effect a cure. In Quantum Health Care the inclusion of complementary therapies will view the patient as a multi-dimensional being. As emotions and spirit are included in the care plan, healing can become more effective, and longer lasting - especially with chronic issues.

**Treat Disease Becomes Foster Wellness**

In Traditional Health Care treatment is reactive to the patient's current illness. Attention is narrowly focused on the isolated illness or disease. In Quantum based Health Care the focus for each patient is maintaining wellness, and is all inclusive - seeing the patient as a multi-dimensional being whose well-being is a combination of emotional, spiritual, and nutritional as well as physical aspects of the whole person.

**Regulated Disease Treatment Becomes Co-Creative Effort Decides Treatment**

In Traditional Health Care the treatment of disease or the current presenting symptom is treated by implementing a protocol(s). These protocols are taught by medical schools and are the on-going guidelines for all doctors. In Quantum Health Care a multi-disciplinary health care team is formed to work with the patient. This team might include nurses, acupuncturists, massage therapists, chiropractor, nutritionist, and both drug and herbal remedies.

**Doctors As Ultimate Authority Becomes Collaborative Relationship**

In Traditional Health Care doctors, because of their extensive learning, are placed on a pedestal. The patient abides by all the doctors decisions, and rarely utilize their own intuition and knowledge. In the Quantum Based Health Care both the doctor and patient are educated to engage in a collaborative relationship often in conjunction with a health care team.

**Patients Rely on Doctors for Healing Becomes Patients Responsible for Own Wellness**

In Traditional Health Care most patients rely on their physicians to recommend and carry out appropriate treatment. Often patients desire a drug or a pill that will just "cure" their illness. In Quantum Health Care patients are well informed about their symptoms and/or illness and accept responsibility for their own wellness using physicians and other healing modalities as resources.

**Undervalued Nursing Staff Becomes All Staff Highly Valued**

In Traditional Health Care nursing staff are overworked, underpaid and valued only for deliverables, i.e. medication administration. In Quantum Health Care all staff are highly valued for multiple interactions with patients - controlling pain, offering comfort to both patients and families, and bringing light and joy into each situation.
Well Insured Receive Optimal Care Becomes Optimal Health Care for All

In Traditional Health care it is the wealthy who receive optimal treatment. The wealthy can afford the best insurance, thus, giving them a variety of alternatives for the best care. In Quantum Based Health Care we know that everyone is connected and one person's illness effects the entire field. Thus, optimal health care becomes available to all.

**Disease Driven Pharmaceutical System Becomes Wellness Driven Pharmaceutical System**

In Traditional Health Care pharmaceutical companies are driven to find new drugs as cures for disease. In the Quantum Health Care pharmaceutical companies are motivated to develop medication/natural products that can also contribute to a person's wellness. Food and herbs will be grown and used as both an integral, wellness based aspect of treatment as well as a method to target more specific needs. Combining food, drugs, and exercise or physical therapy as needed will more easily supply the body what it needs to live a happy, healthy life.

**Advertisement Driven Drug Information Becomes Education Driven Drug Information**

In Traditional Health Care advertising has created demand specific drugs, leading patients guessed-based diagnosis and uniformed requests to physicians for new prescriptions. Natural and complementary options are not given. In Quantum Health Care advertising will take the form of education, and a well-informed public will incorporate that knowledge into the decision making process of their own healthcare.
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